
 Year 5 -  Unit 2 Celebrating Difference  

artefacts any object made by human beings 

bullying someone who repeatedly harasses and intimidates 
those weaker than himself 

conflict to be in strong opposition or disagreement 

continuum a continuous extent or whole, the parts of which cannot 
be separately perceived 

culture the language, customs, ideas, and art of a particular 
group of people 

cyber bullying bullying that takes place online 

developing 
world 

those nations or countries that have not achieved a 
significant degree of industrialisation relative to their 
populations, and which have a low standard of living. 

direct to give instructions that lead or guide 

discrimination the act of treating some people unfairly because of 
prejudice 

homophobic an extreme fear or hatred of homosexuals or 
homosexuality 

indirect caused by something, but not directly 

race a human population sharing certain common physical 
characteristics that have been passed down from one 
generation to the next 

racism the opinion or belief that a particular race of people is 
better than another race or races 

racist a person’s opinion or belief that a particular race of 
people is better than another race or races 

rumour a piece of information or a story passed from one 
person to another without any proof that it is true 

Vocabulary Learning intentions 

Social and Emotional Development 

Aware of my own culture 

Aware of my attitude towards people from different   
races 

Tell you a range of strategies for managing my feelings 
in bullying situations and for problem-solving when I’m 
part of one 

Know some ways to encourage children who use bul-
lying behaviours to make other choices and know how 
to support children who are being bullied 

Appreciate the value of happiness regardless of        
material wealth 

Respect my own and other people’s cultures 

Learning Intentions—PSHE 

Understand that cultural differences 
sometimes cause conflict 

Understand what racism is 

Understand how rumour-spreading and 
name-calling can be bullying behaviours 

Explain the difference between direct 
and indirect types of bullying 

Compare my life with people in the     
developing world 

Understand a different culture from my 
own 

Reflective question 

What are the differences between direct and indirect 

types of bullying?  
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